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BEHIND THE LENS
I'm a small-town North Dakota girl.
People tell me I'm a sweetheart with
a dash of sarcasm. I like to think I'm
sweet but also kinda badass. I just
married my Best Friend this past
summer and we just moved into our
Lil Ferm house in the middle of no
where. I love North Dakota summers
& living out of a suitcase. I love
spending time with my red lab
Zayda, oversized sweatshirts,
dancing, messy buns, sunset, and
Franks Red Hot.

I love the real, raw, candid, and
authentic; especially in my
photography. I am a dreamer, an
adventurer, a girl who always has her
bags packed, and low key a bomb chef.
I'm based out of SW North Dakota, but I
looovveee to travel. The more
spontaneous, crazy, and wild the idea...
the more ready I am for it. Life is one big
endless adventure, lets capture the
beautiful moments along the way!
JOIN MY ADVENTURE

@taylardawnphotography

WHAT TO EXPECT

BEFORE THE SESSION
We’ll have a pre-session
consultation via email to go over
outfits and locations to figure out
the flow of your session. We want
to be completely prepared so
that everything will run smoothly.
I may also check-in via text or
email occasionally as the date
approaches. If there are weather
concerns, we will talk about that,
as well and schedule a backup
date, just in case. Never hesitate
to reach out to me with any
questions you may have.

DURING THE SESSION
I’ll have you do several poses in
various forms - sitting, standing,
squatting, lying down, leaning,
etc. From those poses I'll give you
a prompt, making your pose look
effortless and bringing out your
natural smile! If there is ever a
pose you’re uncomfortable in or it
doesn’t feel like you, let me know
and we can switch it up! If you
have specific pose ideas for your
senior photos please let me know
before your session so I can make
sure to cover them all.

AFTER THE SESSION

I’ll cull and edit through your photos. You then will receive your online
watermarked gallery to look through. You will then choose your top number of
photos depending on your package choice. From there you will have the chance
to print and download your photos.

CHOOSE YOUR

Collection
LUXE $1,200
Unlimited Outfits & Locations
within 90 miles of Dickinson
Full Gallery Download & Slideshow
Split Day Option Included
15% Off Print Code

STANDARD $800
3-4 Outfits
3 Locations within Dickinson
Top 20 Photos Download
10% Off Print Code

BASIC $600
1-2 Outfits
1 Location within Dickinson
Top 10 Photo Download

COLLECTION

Additions
Split sessions | $175 per added day

Hair & Makeup | $155

Split your session into multiple sessions

Spoil your senior with hair and make-up

to capture different seasons and sports.

for the day! Makeup is applied to look

Second Sessions are 1 hour with 3

natural but enhances the eyes and lips

additional outfits.

to help make them pop in the photos!

Senior Slide Show | $125

Locations Outside out of Dickinson

Modeling is hard work! What better way

Dickinson - Included

to show off all your beautiful images &

Medora - $175

adding a special touch to your

Bismarck -$175

graduation party than a slide show!

Lake Sakakawea - $175

Customize your senior slide show with

Name Your Location - Price Varies

all your favorites or choose to include
your entire gallery!

Mini Session | $199

Add a Mini Photo Session with your Best
Friend, Prom or Cap & Gown and capture
every special moment of your senior year!
Perfect way to capture all the memories
before leaving for college!

**Twins? Ask about the Double Trouble Discount!**

WHEN TO

Book

When thinking of when to book your senior session, consider the time of year,
summer vacations, and sports practices. Dates booked are first come, first
serve. Keep in mind most seniors are scheduling two dates. Be sure to book in
advance to ensure you secure your perfect date!

- June Average Temp - 70s
Cherry Blossoms - First Week
Sunset - 8:40pm - 8:50pm

- JuLY Average Temp - 80s
Wild Flowers in Bloom
Sunset - 8:50pm - 8:20pm

- August Average Temp - 90s
Sun Flowers in Bloom
Sunset -8:20pm - 7:30pm
Books out quickest

Winter sessions
also available!

- September Average Temp - 70s
Leaves Turn Week 3 & 4
Sunset - 7:30pm - 6:30pm
Books out quickest

- October Average Temp - 50s
Leaves Turn Week 1 & 2
Sunset -6:30pm - 5:30pm

FREQUENTLY ASKED

Questions
How long does it take for photos to be returned?
I aim to return photos as quickly as possible.
During peak season, photos can take anywhere
from 6-8 weeks to be returned. Sometimes longer
but it's always worth the wait!

How much is it to purchase my full gallery?
If you would like to purchase
your full gallery you may do so
by upgrading to the next
collection size and paying the
difference between collections.

Do you give out raw images?

Taylar Dawn Photography does
not hand out raw and unedited
files.

Can you fix my acne?

I am able to remove most
acne spots. Bra straps and tan
lines are situational. Best to
avoid these at your session.

How many photos do you deliver?
All sessions vary, and there is no
specific number of photos I
promise to deliver. On average,
75- 150 photos are delivered.

BOOKING YOUR

Session
I am so excited to work with you! Let's
make some magic!
First, shoot me a message or email with a couple
of session dates in mind. I suggest booking your
session as soon as you have a date in mind to
ensure that your date is available! The
photography season is short and super busy in
North Dakota since the weather plays such a huge
role in it all.
Next, I'll send over your Senior Menu. The menu is
full of options that you can include in your senior
session! Maybe you want something unique and
want to take your Senior pictures in Medora! Or
maybe you want to do two separate sessions to
capture the seasons! Whatever it may be let's
make it happen!
Once you submit your Senior Menu I'll send over
an invoice that includes your chosen date and
retainer payment that goes towards your total
investment. The retainer is nonrefundable and
secures the date of your choice. After the retainer
is filled you are all set and ready to go!

Taylar Dawn Photography
taylardawnphotography@gmail.com
701.290.9376
@taylardawnphotography

